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CULTURAL CONNECTIONS - MIDDLE SCHOOL PROTAGONISTS
Guerrero, Dianne. My Family Divided. Henry Holt and Co, 2018. 256 pages - YA memoir

When Dianne is 14, her undocumented parents are deported to Colombia. While Dianne is lucky to have family friends who
provide her a place to live, she is still a kid separated from her parents and coming of age alone. But Dianne is a fighter,
persevering through guilt, loneliness, and fear, while trying not to impose on the kindnesses of others. Dianne’s hard work
is rewarded when she gets into college, but unfortunately, the traumas of her past catch up with her. She falls into a battle
against depression, which both challenges and grows her character. Amidst the roller coaster of life, Dianne finds success
as an actress and purpose in her growing activism on behalf of other immigrants.
AUDIENCE: MS/HS girls - fans of true stories/memoir, immigration stories, urban survival stories; great for MS memoir unit
BUZZ: Check out Dianne in Jane the Virgin, Orange is the New Black, Superior Donuts, and DC’s upcoming Doom Patrol; the text
includes information and resources for undocumented families

Hirananadani, Veera. The Night Diary. Dial Books, 2018. 272 pages - historical fiction

Nisha is a painfully shy twelve year old girl whose life is torn apart by the 1947 Partition of India. Nisha’s mom, who died in
childbirth, was Muslim, while her father is Hindu. This mixed ethnicity means Nisha and her twin brother are no longer safe,
and they must travel across the border to the new India. Nisha processes and chronicles the journey through letters she
writes to her mother, expressing in writing the thoughts and feelings she feels unable to share out loud. Facing the loss of
her close relationship with Kazi, the family chef, and feeling disconnected from her overly-serious father, Nisha’s journal
becomes the companion she needs to survive this incredible upheaval in her life, and to find her voice.
AUDIENCE: upper ES/MS girls - fans of survival stories, historical fiction, refugees, transformation, finding one’s voice; great for MS
historical fiction unit, link to the Partition
BUZZ: told in letters; inspired by author’s father’s experiences during the Partition; glossary of historical references

Saeed, Aisha. Amal Unbound. Nancy Paulsen Books, 2018. 240 pages - realistic fiction

Amal is a studious, strong willed twelve year old Pakistani girl whose dreams of being a teacher are dashed when she
must leave school to care for her younger siblings. Things get worse for Amal when her smart mouth gets her in trouble
with the rich, corrupt Khan family, which basically own her village. Now Amal is forced into indentured servitude to pay off
her debt. Life in the Khan compound is not easy for Amal, who quickly earns enemies and is disturbed by the injustices she
discovers. She finds solace in sneaking books out of the library, which eventually leads her to connect with the lady of the
house, Nasreen Baji, who shares her love of literacy. Amal is torn by this new connection, but when she has a chance to
get involved in a literacy center sponsored by the Khan family, Amal finds hope for exposing the corruption and escaping her fate.
AUDIENCE: MS girls - fans of cultural survival stories, social justice, resistance, strong female protagonists; servitude; great
companion book to I am Malala by Malala Yousafzai, Beneath My Mother’s Feet by Amjed Kumar, and Iqbal by Francesco D’Adamo
BUZZ: author is a founding member of “We Need Diverse Books” movement - also author of Written in the Stars

Weissman, Elissa Brent. The Length of a String. Dial Books, 2018. 384 pages - realistic fiction

Imani is an almost thirteen year old year old adopted Black and Jewish girl growing up in Baltimore who is on the verge of
her bat mitzvah. As she watches her friends reap the benefits of their Jewish rite of passage, Imani knows that more than
money or an expensive trip, the gift she wants most is information about her birth parents, but she fears hurting her mom’s
feelings. Then her great-grandmother Anna dies, and Imani finds her diaries from 1941. As Imani struggles in the present to
dig into her own past, she immerses in Anna’s story, discovering that Anna grew up in Luxembourg when the Nazis were
forcing Jewish families into concentration camps. Anna is sent to safety in the U.S. and longs to be reunited with her family,
a feeling with which Imani can deeply empathize. In her understanding Anna’s story, Imani learns more about herself.
AUDIENCE: MS girls; those interested in genealogy, adoption stories, Holocaust, suspense
BUZZ: told in a now & then format/two storylines/two POV

Yang, Kelly. Front Desk. Arthur A Levine Books, 2018. 304 pages - realistic fiction

Mia Tang is an outgoing ten year old Asian American girl whose parents manage the Calivista Motel down the road from
Disneyland. The owner of the motel, Mr. Yao, is a mean and neglectful owner who overworks her parents, and he has a
son who bullies Mia at school. While her mom cleans and her dad fixes things, Mia learns how to run the front desk and
gets to know all of the “weeklies” who live at the motel. Despite facing racist and angry guests, Mia’s parents risk to do a
good for others by harboring immigrants in the empty rooms when they know Mr. Yao won’t be around. But Mia and her
parents just can’t catch up financially, which worries Mia...until she decides she will enter a writing contest with a prize that
would change her family’s life. Things take a dark turn when one of the weeklies is beat up, and suddenly, the relative peace of the
motel is threatened. Will this found family be able to bond together to overcome painful obstacles and find hope?
AUDIENCE: upper ES/MS girls; fans of justice, cultural survival stories, coming of age, hope in poverty, found family bonds
BUZZ: based on author’s own experience growing up amidst poverty & racism - author’s note about Chinese immigration

REALISTIC FICTION - MIDDLE SCHOOL PROTAGONISTS
Brown, Peter. The Wild Robot Escapes. L
 ittle, Brown Books, 2018. 288 pages - robot adventure

This sequel picks up after Roz the Robot has been captured, and now she is refurbished and placed to live on a dairy
farm with Mr. Shareef, the owner, and his kids, Jaya and Jad. Roz is incredibly homesick for her old life on the island, but
she makes best of the situation, helping Mr. Shareef fix up his farm and providing a connection for his children. While the
farm animals are suspicious of Roz at first, they eventually warm to the lovable robot, and soon, Roz has the animals and
the kids on her side in her mission to find her son, Brightbill. With the help of migrating birds and other humans, it just
might be possible for Roz to reconnect with her past!
AUDIENCE: upper ES/MS girls and guys - fans of animal stories, robots, survival stories, adventure
BUZZ: commentary on technology; author details process of researching and writing and illustrating on his website

Greenwald, Tommy. Game Changer. Harry N. Abrams, 2018. 304 pages - sports

This is the story of a town with a deep tradition of high school football. And then something happens at the pre-season
training camp that leaves an incoming freshman named Teddy in the hospital with some sort of head injury. What exactly
happened to Teddy is unclear, as the football team - players and coaches - is tight-lipped. While Teddy is comatose for
days, raising the spectre of a concussion, this multimedia story unfolds through text messages, transcripts of
conversations, online discussion boards, thoughtshots from Teddy, and newspaper articles. Questions are raised about
possible hazing rituals and counselors are called in to work with guilt-ridden students. As the fragments start to come
together, a surprising picture emerges.
AUDIENCE: MS/HS guys and girls; fans of sports stories and football culture; primary and secondary sources
BUZZ: multi genre approach; author co-sponsor of an entertainment advertising agency and has co-written a musical

Holczer, Tracy. Everything in the Universe. GP Putnam’s Sons, 2018. 272 pages - historical fiction

Lucy Rossi likes her routines and lists, and she approaches life with a practicality, so when her father comes home from
the Vietnam war with his arm amputated, Lucy is committed to fixing him back up. But her intense focus on his recovery is
too much, and Lucy is sent to stay with her father’s family for the summer. Lucy mopes around, hurt that she’s been
basically kicked out of her house, but she eventually makes a friend named Milo, who has his own peculiarities. While
working on a shared garden, Lucy and Milo find a buried treasure: a helmet and a purple heart and mysterious photos.
The mystery is afoot, and Milo and Lucy begin a mission to find the owner of these items. Encouraged by Lucy’s uncle,
their search takes them to the local veterans organizations, where they discover mixed feelings from the vets towards the Vietnam War,
to which both Lucy and Milo have painful personal connections. Their discoveries lead to the revealing of secrets, not just regarding the
soldier behind the buried helmet, but also with Milo.
AUDIENCE: upper ES/MS girls - those who enjoy family drama and heartbreak stories; secrets, friendship, war, protests, Vietnam
BUZZ: author calls the book an ode to her own big Italian family and her disabled father - hopes book sparks protests

Levine, Kristen, Jigsaw Jungle. G
 P Putnam Son’s, 2018. 368 pages - mystery

Twelve year old only child Claudia and her father are buddies - they talk and hang out, so when her father suddenly turns
up missing, Claudia is in disbelief. And then when it becomes clear that her father disappeared by choice, she is angry
and confused. Unwilling to accept the lack of information, Claudia’s best Nancy Drew’s emerges - she assembles a scrap
book of artifacts, trying to put together pieces of her father’s life in the same way she and her father would do puzzles.
She emails her father countless times and hounds her grandfather, who leads her to a time capsule her father made as a
teenager. When Lucy’s father starts sending her puzzle pieces as clues in the mail, things really heat up. Lucy’s new
friend Luis, who is a documentary filmmaker, accompanies Claudia and her grandfather as they visit places suggested by the puzzle
pieces, filming each step of their mission. As Lucy gets closer to finding her father, she starts to realize things are not always what they
seem and some secrets are harder to reveal than others.
AUDIENCE: MS girls and guys - fans of mysteries, father-daughter, friendship stories; secrets, filmmaking, grandparents
BUZZ: story told through pages of scrapbook/artifacts; author has personal connection to secret plot point - spoiler alert - a family
member coming out

Maldonado, Torrey. Tight. Nancy Paulsen Books, 2018. 177 pages - urban survival

This is a story about what it’s like to be a middle school boy growing up amid peer pressure in the projects in New York.
Bryan is a quiet, thoughtful kid who wants to do right by his mom and please his father, who is in and out of jail. In truth,
Bryan would rather hang out in his mom’s office and do homework after school than hang out with other kids his age. When
a nice kid named Mike shows up in his mother’s office, both Bryan’s mom and dad think it would be great for Bryan to make
friends with Mike. The two boys begin hanging out, sharing a passion for comics and superheroes. Then Mike starts
suggesting more daring activities, like sneaking onto a roof, cutting school, and train-surfing. Bryan’s head is spinning - he
enjoys the intense feeling he gets when doing something risky, but he doesn’t like lying to his parents. Bryan doesn’t want to look soft
to his father, his older sister, and the kids at school, but the pressure to man up is eating him up. While superheroes stand up to the
bad guys, but Bryan isn’t exactly sure who the bad guys are.
AUDIENCE: upper ES/MS boys - especially those facing peer pressure and seeking father/son bonds, parent in prison
BUZZ: author is a middle school teacher in Brooklyn; some autobiographical elements, authentic dialogue/street slang

Puller, J.S. Captain Superlative. D
 isney-Hyperion, 2018. 256 pages - courage and loss

This is the story of Janey, a quiet 6th grader who has always preferred life outside of the spotlight and under the radar of
the school bullies like Dagmar, a pretty, popular girl filled with meanness. In truth, Janey doesn’t mind the life of Plain
Jane. And then something strange happens - Captain Superlative arrives on the scene. An unknown classmate dresses in
a funny superhero outfit with a cape and a mask, and Janey admires the way she, as Captain Superlative, does nice things
for other people and stands up to bullies. Janey follows Captain Superlative home one day, discovering her true identity,
and through their friendship, Janey allows herself to be drawn out of her shell, finding herself and standing up for herself.
Captain Superlative teaches Janey several important lessons: There is usually more behind the rough exterior of a bully or
behind the mask of a superhero AND that one person can make a difference!
AUDIENCE: upper ES/MS kids who enjoy books about bullies, heroes, friendship; serious and funny at the same time
BUZZ: author a playwright, former elementary teacher, calls book a Don Quixote f or kids

Rhodes, Jewell Parker. Ghost Boys. Little, Brown, 2018. 224 pages (verse) - historical fiction

Jerome is a good boy: He walks his sister to school, obeys his mom, and sticks up for the new kid, Carlos, when bullies try
to jump him. Carlos becomes Jerome’s first friend, but then Jerome is shot and killed on a snowy morning while playing
with a toy gun in a parking lot not far from his apartment. Now, as a ghost, twelve year old Jerome can only watch as his
family and friend mourn his death. He also watches Sarah, the daughter of the officer who shot him, struggle with the
tragedy. Turns out, Sarah can see and hear Jerome, which causes Jerome to gravitate towards her, despite his anger
toward her father. Jerome also meets another ghost-boy (and learns of many others) named Emmett Till, who shares his
own story about his 1955 murder while also helping Jerome process the injustice of his death, and the death of so many others like him.
AUDIENCE: upper ES/MS boys and girls - fans of ripped from headlines/Black Lives Matter stories, stories with voices from the
past/voices of the dead; fans of stories in verse
BUZZ: praised by THUG’s Angie Thomas; rights the wrong of the 1955 false testimony of Carolyn Bryant Donham; contributes to
conversation about American blackness; Jerome says, “Only the living can make the world better. Live and make it better.”

Woodson, Jacqueline. Harbor Me. N
 ancy Paulsen Books, 2018. 192 pages - talk therapy

Haley is a middle schooler whose mother is dead and father is in prison, and while she lives with her caring uncle, she
always feels just a little bit off and a lot a bit sad. Enter the ARTT room - a room to talk for Haley, and five other students
who are given an opportunity to have a weekly meeting at school - just students, no adults. Each of the six students invited
to participate have been bullied in some way, and while things start awkwardly, the kids eventually bond and share
personal stories. Haley, who is quiet and is hesitant to speak up, asks if she can record their conversations, and the
recording grows into almost an “open mic” routine each week, with people taking turns to share their stories. The kids
cross divides emotionally and culturally, revealing stories of loss, deportation, racism, guilt, and pain. Over time, ARTT
becomes integral to their heart and survival.
AUDIENCE: upper ES/MS kids who need to talk; fans of deep, thinking type stories about real life struggles
BUZZ: author is National Ambassador for Young People’s Literature; believes telling your story forges bonds

REALISTIC FICTION - HIGH SCHOOL PROTAGONISTS
Ali, S.K. Saints and Misfits. Salaam Reads, 2017. 336 pages - cultural drama

Janna is a typical HS sophomore facing school gossip and a new step-family, is proud of her Muslim culture, rocking the
hijab, navigating a crush on a classmate, and participating in activities through her mosque. But when a well-respected
teen from her mosque (who happens to be the cousin of one of her friends!) attacks her at a party, Janna decides not to
say anything, fearful people won’t believe her and that she will bring shame on her family. Instead, Janna avoids her
attacker and immerses in a photography project at school and starts sneaking around to spend time with Jeremy, a cute
non-Muslim boy. Things get sticky when her attacker posts pictures of her with Jeremy online, and when Janna finds
herself on a road trip and stuck in a car with her attacker. But it is through the road trip that Janna connects with Sausun,
who recognizes something is wrong and helps Janna confront her secrets and lies in a way to frees her from the bonds of the monster.
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS girls - fans cultural drama, strong female protagonists, coming of age, fitting in - a cultural “Me, too” story
BUZZ: author is Muslim feminist - the book was a Morris Award Finalist, but lost to a relative unknown, The Hate U Give

Arcos, Carrie. We’re All That’s Left. Philomel, 2018. 400 pages - historical fiction

This is the story of Zara, an American teenager whose Bosnian mother drives her crazy with all of her rules and
expectations and her dislike for Zara’s photography hobby. One afternoon, Zara goes to an outdoor market with her
mother and brother in order to take photographs, and a bomb goes off. While there are casualties, Zara and her brother
survive and her mother is left in a coma. Zara is spinning with grief, fear, and questions. She finds herself snooping
through her mother’s things, finding a box with pictures and artifacts from the childhood her mother will never talk about.
Flashback to the 1990s and Zara’s mother Nadia is growing up in war-torn Bosnia. In alternating chapters, Nadia’s story
reveals the horrors of war and the pain of loss and explains much about Nadia as an adult. Zara meets Joseph, who is visiting his
grandmother in the hospital. Joseph is on a personal journey exploring religion and philosophy, and the conversations they have lead
Zara to process her mother’s personality with greater empathy.
AUDIENCE: u
 pper MS/HS - stories about war, secrets, healing, tragedy; importance of processing emotions; mothers & daughters
BUZZ: a
 lternating storylines/POV; author taught HS & worked with Bosnian refugees with Americorp; just wrote a YA UFO novel

Chao, Gloria. American Panda. Simon Pulse, 2018. 311 pages - Asian American coming of age

Mei is a sweet, clumsy, naive, and funny seventeen year old Asian American prodigy starting her freshman year at MIT,
and now she is living in a dorm with an outrageous roommate who hates her. According to the plan her parents have for
her, Mei is going to go from college to medical school and then she will marry a Taiwanese boy and have babies
(especially a boy), thus validating all of the sacrifices her parents have made for her. But Mei is grossed out by germs,
and she also has a crush on Darren, a boy who definitely is not Taiwanese. Afraid to tell her mom, Mei sneaks around
and as her guilt grows, so does her independence. Struggling under the pressure, she reconnects with her older brother,
Xing, who was exiled from the family when he chose to stray from the path her parents chose for him. Secretly, Mei
rebuilds a relationship with Xing and builds a relationship with Darren. Mei takes risks, finds her voice and even confronts her mom while her old world shatters, a new one opens up before her.
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS girls - overbearing parents, poignant humor, mother daughter stories, cultural candy bar book, self-discovery
BUZZ: will shine next to the fanfare of Crazy Rich Asians - called “a worthy story that stumbles”

Lu, Marie. Wildcard. GP Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers, 2018. 352 pages - techno thriller

In this sequel to Warcross, things pick up three days after the end of the Warcross finale. Techno-bounty hunter turned
Warcross player Emika Chen has been ousted from the Phoenix Riders team, and now she is reeling from the betrayal
Hideo unleashed when he released his NeuroLink algorithm, through which he now controls the majority of the population.
But the kicker is that even though she is furious with Hideo, she also still has feelings for him. With her own life in danger,
Emika has no choice but to join sides with the mercurial Zero in trying to stop Hideo from causing greater harm. But with the
help of Zero’s sidekick, a badass protector, Emika begins to gather information that reveals a tangled web involving Zero,
who is actually Hideo’s brother who was kidnapped when he was a kid. Too many lies, too many people looking for power, and Emika
isn’t sure if there any good guys.
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS - fans of the first book, virtual reality, technology, power, innovation
BUZZ: author worked as art designer for video game industry; thinks Elon Musk is on the brink of such technology (yikes)

Marshall, Kate Alice. I Am Still Alive. V
 iking Books, 2018. 336 pages - survival story

This is the story of Jess, a 16 year old involved in a car accident that killed her mother and left her with a severely injured
foot. All alone after the accident, Jess must leave her comfortable life in Seattle to move into a cabin in the Canadian wild
with her off-the-grid father. Jess is stranded and miserable in the middle of nowhere - no electricity, no running water, no
phone, no friends, no mom, no nothing. Bitter and surly and uncomfortable around a father she barely knows, Jess strikes a
deal with her dad that she can leave the island if she sincerely gives it a try. In her first few days in the wild, Jess barely
listens as she limps around, following her father as he teaches her about surviving on an island, building a fire, making a
shelter, fishing, poisonous plants, and the lay of the land. And then a strange plane comes to the island, and Jess watches as bad guys
murder her father and burn down the cabin. Now Jess is REALLY stranded, left only with Bo, her father’s dog, and vague memories of
her father’s lessons. Winter is coming, and every day Jess must dig deep to find ways to survive, not just her hunger and loneliness, but
also the possible return of the bad guys.
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS - fans of suspenseful survival stories; strong female protagonists, revenge stories; perfect for fans of YA
novels Hatchet by Paulsen,Touching Spirit Bear b
 y Mikaelsen, and memoir Wild by Cheryl Strayed
BUZZ: first novel; told in an after/before converging diary format; author loves the faint footprints on the cover

Phillips, L. Sometime After Midnight. Viking Books for Young Readers, 2018. 352 pages - Cinderfella

Nate is the son a famous musician who took his life years ago, leaving Nate to live with a stepmother he barely knows
and a life working in a fast food joint outside of Hollywood that she manages. Like his father, Nate is a talented musician
and songwriter, and he prides himself on being down to earth and chill. But when he meets a hot guy at an indie concert,
he is immediately smitten by their magnetic connection. As fate would have it, this hot guy, Cameron, just happens to be
the rich son of the very same music mogul who is known to be responsible for the death of Nate’s father. Now Nate and
Cameron begin a dance of rich boy/poor boy, bonded by the fact that they literally make beautiful music together - but
Nate’s anger is deep rooted. Social media is ON FIRE with rumors of their budding romance, and both Cam’s father and
Nate’s stepmother are forced to revisit the painful past and reveal secrets they would rather leave buried.
AUDIENCE: HS girls and guys, fans of Simon and the Homo Sapiens Agenda, fairy tale romance, love at first sight, social
media/Hollywood, musical connections
BUZZ: called a “Cinderfella” story; twists, tropes, turns, candy bar, a niche audience, and embarrassingly compelling

Roehrig, Caleb. White Rabbit. Feiwel & Friends, 2018. 320 pages - murder mystery

Rufus Holt has just decided to move on from the heartbreaking end of his relationship by cutting loose at a high school
party when, guess who shows up - his ex, Sebastian. But before Rufus can give him a piece of his mind, Rufus’s step
sister, April, who isn’t usually very nice to him, calls out of the blue and in crisis and begging for help. There’s something
in her voice that tells Rufus things are serious, and so, with his head spinning, Rufus doesn’t have any choice but to
accept a ride from Sebastian out to the lake house where April is in distress. Then things get even messier - they find
April covered in blood with a knife at her feet, and her popular boyfriend, Fox Whitney, stabbed to death. An
investigation of teenage proportions is launched, with Rufus and Sebastian conducting heated interviews and analyzing
clues, all while untangling their broken love affair. The evening is filled with young love, murder, lies, and secrets. It’s
almost morning, and Rufus doesn’t know who to trust, if anyone, on his quest to prove April’s innocence.
AUDIENCE: HS girls and guys - murder mystery/suspense, teen drama, identity, broken families - a high school SVU
BUZZ: fans of Raymond Chandler and Agatha Christie; author an advocate for gay YA characters

Recommendations from my YA friends:
from Hollie Hawkins, Eaglecrest Teacher Librarian - an audio book not to miss

Zoboi, Ibi. Pride. B
 alzer + Bray/HarperCollins, 2018. 304 pages
Check out this modern retelling of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice. Set in Brooklyn, featuring Black and Afro-Latinx
characters, this modern take on the classic love story not only makes you laugh and swoon, but also places a lens on
changing neighborhoods and community identities. All the classic Austen personalities and tensions are there, with Zoboi's
retelling centering around Zuri Benitez's relationship with her sisters and the two wealthy Darcy brothers who have just
moved in across the street. I highly recommend the audio book which is narrated by author and poet Elizabeth Acevedo
(The Poet X). Acevedo brings each character to life with the nuance and spirit of an authentic Brooklyn, Afro-Latinx voice.
Her cadence and lyrical phrasing applied to Zoboi's beautifully written words make this an outstanding example of modern YA
storytelling from the author of America Street.
AUDIENCE: HS girls - fans of retellings of classics, urban cultural stories, love stories, humor
BUZZ: editor of forthcoming Black Enough: Stories of Being Young & Black in America & middle grade novel M
 y Life as an Ice-cream Sandwich

THREE STANDOUT 2018 GRAPHIC NOVELS RECOMMENDED BY DPL LIBRARIAN AMY DELPO

Be Prepared. Written and drawn by Vera Brosgol. First Second, 2018. 256 pages - graphic memoir
In this graphic memoir, Vera tells the story of her nine-year-old self, a Russian immigrant who does not fit in with the cliques
in her Albany, NY, elementary school. She is too poor, too Russian, too different. In a desperate attempt to find a place to
fit in, she decides to go to a Russian summer camp. But even there, she does not find acceptance and comfort. She has
some adventures on the way to learning hard lessons about herself and the ways of the world. The drawings are terrific,
and the story is strong and relatable. The perfect book for fans of Smile and El Deafo and Roller Girl. Although it bills itself
as YA, it’s perfect for older elementary and middle school readers.

The Prince and the Dressmaker. Written and drawn by Jen Wang. First Second, 2018. 288 pages - graphic novel
Prince Sebastian has a secret: He likes to wear dresses. When he meets the dressmaker Frances, he finally finds
someone who understands him -- and who can make him look fabulous. Together, the two create Sebastian’s alter ego,
Lady Crystallia, who takes the Paris nightlife by storm. But by day, Sebastian’s parents are looking for a princess for him to
marry, and the prince must honor his duties and prepare to rule his country. Eventually, a family crisis forces Sebastian to
choose between his two selves. Meanwhile, Frances, too, has a decision to make. Does she continue to dress Sebastian in
secret? Or pursue her own dreams in the light of day? This is a beautifully drawn tale of people who don't fit the mold -- but who
desperately want to stay true to themselves.
Illegal. Written by Eoin Colfer and Andrew Donkin. Artwork by Giovanni Rigano. Sourcebooks Jabberwocky, 2018.
144 pages - graphic novel
This is a modern tale of migration and refugees, of desperation and hope. It is the tale of Ebo, a motherless 12-year-old
from Niger. He and his older brother hire traffickers first to take them across the Sahara to Tripoli and then across the sea to
Italy. The language is spare and powerful, and the artwork is moody and realistic. Although young children might find some
of the events distressing (the journeys are treacherous, and not everyone the reader meets will survive), this is an
important, excellent book that will bring the refugee experience alive for teens and adults alike.

RECOMMENDED BY MY FRIEND ANNE WALKER - high appeal for upper HS girls...

Westover, Tara. Educated. Random House, 2018. 352 pages
Author Tara Westover’s father was so paranoid that he refused to send his bleeding children to the doctor. In this
beautifully written memoir, Tara describes her childhood working in a dangerous scrap metal yard in the mountains of
Idaho. With some help from her brother and her cleverness, Tara claws her way to college, only to find out just how much
she doesn’t know about the world. Tara’s courageous escape from her family’s clutch all the way to earning a PhD is both
harrowing as well as inspirational.
AUDIENCE: adult memoir, but recommended for mature teenagers who have empathy and character; heartwarming and
graphically heart wrenching - and most importantly, rooted in hope and strength
BUZZ: you’ll want to gobble this book up in one sitting - and it stays with you for a while

RECOMMENDED BY MY MOM - retired high school teacher in DPS…

Thorpe, Helen. The Newcomers - Finding Refuge, Friendship, and Hope in an American Classroom. Scribner, 2017. 416 pages
Enter Mr. Williams’s Newcomer classroom at a Denver high school, a place for students new to the US and in stage one of
language acquisition. The reader is a fly on the wall, witnessing the amazing process of teens adjusting to a new life, and
new language, and a new culture. The teens hail from a variety of backgrounds - immigrants, refugees, witnesses to horrors
of today’s world - and the adjustment period is not easy for many of them who are likely dealing with PTSD. A little bit more
than a year in the life of a high school classroom filled with teens new to the US.
AUDIENCE: upper MS/HS students interested in true stories of teens and struggle
BUZZ: speaks to those whose hearts are breaking in this political climate

SPOTLIGHT - NON FICTION - BOOKS ABOUT ACTIVISM, RESISTANCE, & PEACE
Dawson, Eric. Putting Peace First. Viking Books for Young Readers, 2018. 160 pages - A collection of stories about
young people who have made a difference. Organized into seven commitments, examples and actions steps.

Johnson, Marilyn. How I Resist-Activism and Hope for a New Generation. Weds Books, 2018. 224 pages Activists share stories, art, essays, poems, songs - around resistance and the importance of the individual voice.
Actions strategies provided.
Klobuchar, Amy (Senator). Nevertheless, We Persisted. Knopf Books, 2018. 320 pages - An anthology of stories about
people (including actors, athletes, musicians) facing obstacles around race, gender, sexual identity and more - and then how
they overcame through persistence.
Paul, Caroline. You Are Mighty. Bloomsbury Children’s Books, 2018. 124 pages - Activism for Teens 101 like a giant how to with pictures, specific actions, activities and discussion questions. Many simple and quick ideas
- make a sign, write a letter, volunteer, march.
Styron, Alexandra. Steal this Country. V
 iking, 2018. 224 pages - A call to action handbook for kids who want
to know more and do more. Four sections - why, who, what, and how - plus history, role of social media, and how to be an
ally, plus other heavy topics. Includes short comics.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

YA TRIVIA AND TIDBITS:

Jason Reynolds - f our important updates

# 1. A Long Way Down graphic novel - Fall 2019.
# 2. Dramatic performance of the novel in Washington DC at the
Kennedy Center - Oct. 27-Nov. 4.
# 3. End of The Track Series - Lu comes out Oct. 23, 2018.
# 4. Speaking at YA Happy Hour on Friday, Nov. 2nd.

Kwame Alexander - The Undefeated

Originally written for ESPN’sThe Undefeated - to be
published as picture book April 2019. Called “a love
letter to black life in the United States” - includes
major events in black history - slavery, civil rights,
MLK, and more. Alexander hosts literary/variety talk
show called Bookish, VERSIFY editor, a publishing outlet for for
teens. Speaking at Tattered Cover on Weds, Oct. 10.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NEXT ON MY READING LIST:
Alexander, Kwame & Hess, Mary Rand. Swing.
Blink, 2018. 448 pages - Walt and Noah are best
friends - neither one makes the basketball team so
now they hope to improve their love lives with the help
of some old love letters.
Albertelli, Becky. Leah on the Offbeat. P
 enguin
UK, 2018. 368 pages - companion to Simon and the
Homo Sapiens Agenda, t his is the story of Leah
Burke, the only child of a young, single mom. It’s
senior year, and snarky, potty-mouth, bisexual Leah is
living larger than life.
Gibney, Shannon. Dream Country. Dutton, 2018.
368 pages
Three storylines: Kollie Flomo, a Liberian refugee who
doesn’t fit in with peers in Minneapolis; Togar, an 18
year old on the run from the Liberian government; and
a family flees slavery in America in 1827 to Liberia.

COMING IN 2019…

Shout by Laurie Halse Anderson - From the author of Speak
comes a poetry memoir - called a “love letter to all the people
with the courage to say #MeToo” and “a denouncement of our
society’s failures.” Sounds like just what I need to read.
The Last Voyage of Poe Blythe b
 y Ally Condie - From the
author of the Matched s eries - centered in new world, a
community called the Outpost, with a strong female protagonist
whose loyalty and big heart put her in danger. I’m sure it will be
a fast read.
Let’s Go Swimming on Doomsday by Natalie C. Anderson From the author of City of Saints and Thieves - two timelines,
one is refugee Abdi hiding secrets from his caseworker, the other
is Abdi becoming a child soldier to save his kidnapped family.
On the Come Up by Angie Thomas - From the author of The
Hate U Give c omes the story Bri, a poor black girl with big
dreams of becoming a rap star, an homage to hip hop, close to
author’s own passions.
Rayne & Delilah’s Midnite Matinee by Jeff Zentner - From the
author of Goodbye Days and The Serpent King comes this story
about two best friends who host a cable TV show.

Get Connected with the Tattered Cover
- Teen Book Con - Sat, Nov. 2 - teens only, adult volunteers - Adult Happy Hour (sells out fast) Fri, Nov. 2
- Educator benefits - newsletter, info, author visits - go on website, register, and/or contact Kristen Gilligan

